Optimizing asset inspection and maintenance using GIS

Utility infrastructure networks are massive and complex. Consequently, the process of building, inspecting, and maintaining utility networks is full of challenges. GIS can help utility companies to overcome these challenges and achieve excellence in everyday utility operations, right from asset management to outage management.

Using GIS, utility service providers can track projects, document inspections, and streamline maintenance processes, leading to higher operational efficiency across the board. Quicker resolutions, based on geographic intelligence provided by GIS systems lead to higher customer satisfaction and improved business.

**Project Summary**

Quicker & effective response to the customer’s power outages in today’s ever-changing environment is key to achieving Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited's (AEML’s) primary goal of enhanced customer satisfaction. To enable this, AEML’s Mumbai Distribution Business has implemented an Enterprise GIS solution developed by Esri India. The GIS-based Outage Management System (OMS) has replaced its legacy application, a call-based Complaint Management System (CMS).

The Enterprise GIS solution is aimed to minimize average complaint management time by focusing on network abnormalities rather than customer calls thus improving the overall reliability of the electric system. The system determines the “most probable” location of fault that has taken place in the field on receipt of power outage complaints. With the accurate knowledge of outages & associated up-to-date distribution networks, dispatching outage crew & carrying out the field operations is improved.

**Challenges with the CMS**

The Enterprise GIS solution has helped AEML to overcome the following challenges that existed with the previous system.

- Managing assets spread geographically
- Reaching asset locations on-time for timely isolation and restoration
- Work-hour loss due to work duplication & subsequent data entry
- Unnecessary efforts spent on tracking jobs
- Delay in site data capture and knowing real-time progress and variance
- Errors in site data capture and having accurate and reliable data
- Non-availability of network data on demand for analysis and value engineering

**The Solution**

The GIS-based OMS provides a number of advantages over the legacy CMS, some of them are:

- With the introduction of OMS, there is a paradigm shift in the overall approach of managing outages. Now, the focus has been shifted to the root cause of the outages (Network Device level fault, in OMS terminology: Incidents) rather than concentrating on the symptoms (individual customer complaints, in CMS terminology: Calls). This has improved the overall outage management efficiency, fewer outages and better customer satisfaction.

- As a lot of changes are being carried out in the vastly dispersed distribution network, it is vital for the utility personnel in the control centre /outage management centre to know what exactly is happening in the field. The CMS has limitations in providing this critical information since it does not maintain field network snapshots. On the other hand, GIS based OMS provides a common window through which one can visualize & understand network changes & field operations being carried out on near-real time basis without any overhead to operation & maintenance personnel.

- The home-grown legacy CMS provides functionality to attend & handle Customer Outage Calls whereas OMS technology has progressed into determining “where” the actual outage has taken place.
• The dispatcher (Shift Engineers/System Controllers) can quickly view consumer/outage location within OMS. This has improved the dispatching of crews, provided the utility’s customer service representatives with up-to-date outage knowledge and increased the overall effectiveness of outage restoration personnel.

• Now dispatcher overhead of performing analytical processing to understand all the outages received from a particular area in case of bulk outages is minimized.

• Even in case of bulk area outages, the dispatcher working on CMS has to manage every complaint. But in case of OMS all complaints received from a particular area, which forms a considerable part of the common feeder/distribution network automatically get attached to common upstream device (i.e. most probable location identified by in-built heuristic engine). This has immensely benefited in saving outage management time.

• Sometimes during the course of outage management, it is necessary to reassign outage complaints to other crews. This was time-consuming in the earlier system whereas OMS provides an effective way of crew re-assignment.

• Instead of the crew providing the affected area information, now Dispatcher is in the position to guide the crew who are not familiar with the feeder network.

• Considering the geographic nature of Mumbai City, a considerable part of the network is laid through the slum area. Locating outage consumers & their supply delivery points (Service points) that belong to the slum area has been a herculean task earlier. With the help of the new system, now locating outage consumers & their related feeding points is less laborious & efficient.

• Overall reliability of the electric system is improved due to the shorter outages and hence increases overall customer satisfaction level.

• OMS enforces better adherence to the rules (e.g. defining faults in terms of network equipment). This has brought improvement in overall consumer tagging & network updation errors.

• Since OMS keeps a record of all the outages in terms of network abnormalities; it is crucial information for short-term as well as long-term network planning and improvement.

• The underlying application architecture provides numerous advantages for integration. COM and XML (extensible Markup Language), and other existing standards enable the solution to be deployed along with work management systems, customer information system (CIS), and other technical/business systems without the need for proprietary programming tools or closed interfaces. By using open standards, both deployment and maintenance costs of integrated systems are minimized.
Organizational Profile

Adani Electricity is India’s largest private sector power distribution utility, distributing electricity for over nine decades in Mumbai, the commercial capital of India. It is the distribution arm of the Adani Transmission Limited (ATL), formed after the acquisition of Reliance Infrastructure Limited’s integrated Generation, Transmission and Distribution utilities powering the city of Mumbai. A huge customer base and the spread of electricity distribution has made Adani Electricity, a business powerhouse of Mumbai. The Company owns the largest, advanced and efficient power distribution network which helps in meeting the power demand of 2,000 MW in Mumbai. Additionally, the Company offers, world class customer care service through various customer convenience offerings spanning issuing bills in multiple languages, more than 2,000 payment avenues, 24X7 multi-lingual toll-free number, contemporary customer care centers and a bouquet of other technology-driven and value-added services.

OMS also effectively handles the Planned Outage Process by:

1. Creating & executing the switching plans for HT network

Switching orders which include attaching tag-out/lock-out involve isolating specific networks, both electrical and mechanical, from equipment that is to be repaired, inspected, or tested.

2. Ensuring safety

The existing permit process is integrated with OMS. Tag-outs are implemented for related maintenance activities and removed for the return of equipment to service in a timely manner. This ensures the safety of operating personnel and equipment during maintenance and also reduces the length of an outage.

3. Increased transparency

The system provides near real-time operational view including outages, permit issued/put-back, & network operations to all Concerned stakeholders. This provides transparency at all levels and reduces excessive communication among the stakeholders.

With the implementation of GIS, we could achieve a single window concept for viewing assets spread across geographical extents. With the help of COTS functionalities available through the product like Electrical Network Tracing, we could derive Consumers connected to DT/Feeder and vice versa. The software is easy to learn, and comes with a whole range of plug-ins for specific needs. Esri India’s GIS solution has given us a platform to view all the utility assets in a single screen which is available to all stakeholders. ArcFM gives the user “a power to trace the electrical network” and identify the assets/consumers related to a feeder. Tracing functionality is one of the backbone tools for the utility industry. With this tool, the user can easily visualize, get instant information and take effective decisions. Esri’s GIS system has helped us to achieve higher productivity and deeper insights with many such tools. - Anand Kumar S V, Addl. VP – IT DevSecOps, Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited